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1. tntr( duction 
The subject of our discussion is the set theory of Zermelo-Fraenkel; 
this set theory is formulated in the first order predicate calculus with 
equality and with e as the only non-logical constant: this language we 
refer to as the language of set theory and its formulas as formulas of set 
theory. ZF consists of the axioms of null set, infinity, foundation, 
union set, power set, and replacement scheme. The axiom of choice is 
denoted AC and the generalized continuum hypothesis GCH. The 
adjunction of a sentence S to ZF is indicated by ZF + S and ZF + AC = 
ZF*. 
In order to take advantage of the notation and definitions of GiSdel 
(1), we shall suppose that VC~), On(x), L(x), and Od(x) are predicates 
of ZF corresponding to the defining formulas of the classes L, On, and 
Od, and we shall understand expressions such as x ~- L to be the formula 
L(x). 
We shall apply Cohen's method of forcing to the study of ordinal 
definability. (See below for definitions and some motivation.) The pro- 
position "'Every set is ordinal-definable" is abbreviated V = K. In ZF, 
V = K is a consequence ~gf V = L. On the other hand, we shall prove: 
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Theorem./ f  ZF is cons is ten t, then so are 
(i) ZF+GCH+V=K+V~:L ;  
(ii) ZF+V=K+2~o~I .  
This is proved in Section 4. Further results involving large cardinals 
and an application to Boolean Algebra appear in Section 5. 
In more recent work [19, 20], Solovay and Jensen have sharpened (i) 
of the above theorem to: 
(i') (Solovay) ZF+V=K + 3a(aC_coh V=L a h a is A~); 
(i") Oensen) ZF + V=K + 3a(a~ico^ V=L a ha  is A~ ha is of minimal 
degree of constructibility.) 
(i'") (Jensen) ZF + V=K + 3a (a _c¢o h V=Laha is A~ ^  every con- 
structible real is A~ ). 
For notation see Mathias [16]. 
A set x is t ransi t ive iff every element o fx  is a subset ofx.  Given a 
set x vce define the relation ex by 
e x= ( (u ,v ) : (u ,v )~xnu~v}.  
By a s tandard  mode l  is meant a relational system (M, e M) ,  where M is 
transitive. Since such models are completely determined by the under- 
lying set, we shall identify the model (M, e M) with M. The satisfaction 
in M of a formula of set theory by an assignment of elements of  M to 
the variables is defined by the usual recursive definitions, and if 
x I . . . . .  x n exhaust he free variables of the formula 4, we write 
M ~ ~[a 1 ..... a n ] if the assignment ofa  i to x i satisfies ¢ in M. For 
classes uch as L we set L M = {a: M ! = L[a] }. 
By a class o f  M is meant a subset X of M such that for some formula 
of set theory ¢ with free variables x o, x 1 . . . . .  x n and some a] . . . . .  a n , 
X = {a : M ~ dp [a, a I . . . . .  a n ] }. A def inab le  class o f  M is a class X of ~I 
such that there exists a formula ~ with only one free variable and 
X = {a: M ~ ~[a] }. A function, notion or operation is express ib le  in M 
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i f f i ts extension is a class of M; it is definable in M iff its extension is a 
definable class of M. 
Lower case Greek letters will be used to vary over ordinals; P(x) is 
the power set of x and R is the function on ordinals defined by 
R(a) = U a<o~P(R(/3)); r(x), the set-theoretic rank of x, is the least ordi- 
nal a such that x c__ R (~). Sets of ordinals X and Y are co final iff 
UX = UY. I fX  c y and UX = UY, then X is called a cofinal subset of 
Y. The functi~,n cf on ordinals to ordinals is defined by the following 
corldition: cf(a) is the least ordinal 13 such that Sa has a cofinal subset 
of cardinality Sa. And so cf(a+ 1) = a+ 1 for all ordinals a. 
Some further notation: the set of functions with domain y and range 
included _,n x is denoted Yx ; tile domain of a relation is dora A and its 
range is rngA ; A IX = ((u, o) : (u, o~ ~ A and u ~ X). I f f  is a function, 
f ' x  = f(x), the val'~ae of fa t  x; f "x  = rngfl x. The cardinal o fx  is denoted 
~ and the cardinal of the power set of x is denoted 2 x. 
We st',al, abbreviate the notation M ~ ck [a 1 . . . . .  a n] described above 
by "substit,.lting" the a i directly in the expression ~. Thus, for example, 
i fa and a are elements of M, ace will write M ~ g = a instead of writing 
M ~ (Y~I = x2) [a. a 1, 
A set x 0 is ordinal definable iff for some ordinals a and ~3 and some 
formula of set theory 4~ with two free variables, x0 is the unique set 
such that < R(/3), eatS)) ~ ~b[x0, a] .  The notion of ordinal definability 
was introduced by Myhill and Scott; we give here a brief sketch of some 
of their results. For a more complete discussion, the reader is referred 
to Krivine [9]. 
Let K be the class of ordinal definable sets. The proposition V = K 
when adjoined to ZF is "equivalent" to the assertion that there is a 
"definable well-ordering of the universe". Let us make this more precise: 
for any formula q~ of set theory with two free variables, WO(~) is the 
formula ,Jhich expresses "q~ well-orders the universe": 
Vx 7 4,(x, x) ^ Vx Vy[x  ~ y -~ [~(x, y) v ~(y, x)] ] 
A VZ[Z4: 0-~ 3X[X~Z ^ Vy[yE  Z -~ -qOC~', X)]] I. 
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Theorem. For a formula of  set theory t~(x, y), we have 
I--zFWO(~) ~ V=K.  
Proof. We give an informal argument. Suppose ¢(x, y) defines a well- 
ordering of the universe; then the predicate It(x) < r(y)] v[r(x) = r(y) 
n ~(x, y) ] defines a welt-ordering of the universe of order type On; 
therefore, there is a formula ~(x, y) which defines a one-one map 
from V onto On. By the Reflection Principle (cf. Cohen [ 1 ] or Krivine 
[9] ) for every x there is a/3 such that x E R(/3) and ~k relativized to R(fl) 
sets up a one-one correspondence between Vn(~) and On R(~). Hence, 
for some a ~ R(/3), x is the unique set for which R(fl) ~ ~k [x, a ]. (We 
note here that we are using the material adequacy of the notion of  
satisfaction and that there is an abuse of language in using ~ to denote 
both a formula of set theory and its name in formal ZF.) Q.E.D. 
Corollary. ["-ZF V= L ~ V=K. 
Proof. ~ZF V= L ~ WO(Od'x < Od'y) .  Q.E.D. 
A well-ordering of the class K can be defined as follows: we identify 
for the moment formulas with their G6del numbers; the lexicographic 
ordering of ordered triples of ordinals is a well-ordering and so we can 
associate with each ordinal definable set x the least triple <a, ~, ¢> = x* 
such that x is the unique set such that R(#) ~ $[x, a] .  We have imme- 
diately: 
Theorem. I--ZF V=K ~ WO(x* < y* ) .  
This establishes the "equivalence" mentioned above. 
In Myhill [ 17] there is obtained a striking form of the Skolem Paradox 
which applies to all consister~t extensions of ZF + V= K. In brief, Myhill's 
argument is that for any model of ZF + V=K the definable elements of 
that model form an elementary subsystem and hence a model in which 
every set is a definable set; when cast for the set theory with classes of 
Gi~del [6],  the construction yields a (non-normal) predicate which 
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countably enumerates the universe; apropos ee Levy [ 15 ] (review of 
Kruse [ 10] ). 
Gbdel had foreseen much of the work of Myhill and Scott on ordinal 
definability and has remarked on the subject in G6del [7]. 
The c!ass L a of sets relatively constructible from the set a can be 
defined analogously to L either by means of an additional fundamental 
operation Fa(,L Y) = X n a (cf. Levy [ 14] ) or by the method of rami- 
fied languages with a predicate for a in addition to that for e. Both con- 
structions yield an order function Od a such that Oda'x < Oda'y well- 
orders L a. 
To show that V=K can hold where V=L fails, we shall construct a
model M [a ] satisfying 
(i) a is definable in M[al ; 
(ii) M[a] ~ V=La A a q~ L. 
By (i) it follows that Od a is definable in M[a] and by (ii) we have that 
V=K~ L holds in M[a]. 
Models of this type are cor, sCructed in Section 4. 
2. Forcing 
We now describe the type of forcing machinery that we will use i~:~ 
later sections. We follow the notation of Levy [ 12]. 
Suppose M is a countable standard model of ZF*. Let S be an ele-. 
ment of M which is partially ordered by <, where the relation < is also 
an element ofM. (A partial ordering is a transitive, reflexive and anti- 
symmetric relation.) The elements of S are called conditions, an~ .'.re 
usually denoted by the letters p and q. We fix an ordinal X in M. 
(The "generic object" is to be a subset of X × k.) We suppose A is a set 
satisfying: 
(i) A~MandA~SX XXX; 
(ii) (p, ~,/3) E A and q ~ p imply (q, c~,/3) ~ A, 
for all p, q ~ S and a,/3 ~ X. 
Following Levy, we denote by /~M the ramified language for con- 
structing extensions of M. The sets S, <, and A determine a forcing 
relation between conditions and sentences of ~M, We denote this rela- 
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tion by II-- (S, A) or simply I[-. This relation is defined inductively; the 
critical clauses of the inductive definition (corresponding to (a) and (i) 
of Levy [ 12] ) are: 
(a) P It- q • ~* for no q >i p, q I~- ¢b; 
(f) p II- aq(a_ ~_) ,~ (p, ~,/3) E A .  
Generic sets are constructed in the following manner. A subset D of 
S is called de~e iff for every p e S there is a q e D such that q ~ p. A 
collection of conditions G is said to be (S, A)-generic over M iff: 
(i) p, q ~ G implies there is an s ~ S such that s ~ p and s ~> q; 
(ii) D a dense subset of S and D e M implies D n G :/: 0. 
When context permits, we call such G simply S-generic over M. 
We note that since M is countable, such generic G ~aways exist. If G 
is (S, A)-generic over M, we write G IP (I, iff for some p e G, p It-- ep. 
A valuation function Valc on the terms of ~M is defined recursively 
by 
Val G (u) = (Val a (o): p(u) < p(u) and G IF- u e u }. 
We set M[G] = {ValG(U): u a term}. A generic G determines an interpre- 
tation of Z?m such that a sentence (P is true under this interpretation iff
G II-- (I). The usual proofs show that M[G] is a model of ZF*. The model 
M[G] is called a Cohen extension of M. 
For generic G, vce set At; = {(~, ~): G I~ ~(a,/3)} ; G L said to con- 
verge to A c , The set A c , by interpreting the predicate aZ, gives a 
semantics for ~M and, by the equation of forcing and truth, this inter- 
pretation of Z? M coincides with that given by G. We therefore write 
M[G] = M[Ac] .  A setA = A G is also said to be (S, A)-generic overM. 
An ordinal X is called a (regular) cardinal of M iff M # X is a (regular) 
cardinal. The following propositions are straightforward. 
lhoposition 2.1. ,Suppose X is a (regular) cardinal o f  M and M ~ S< k. 
Then for any A which is S-generic over M, k is also a (regular) cardinal 
o f  M[A]. 
Proposition 2.2. Suppose ~ and X are cardinals o f  M and that M ~ ~<<. ~ A 
2 K < ~ Then irA is S-generic over M, we have M[A ] ~ 2 7 < X. 
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Propositio'a 2.3. Suppose N is a Cohen extension of  M I f  all the regular 
cardinals o f  M are al:o regular cardinals o f  N, then cf N = cf M 
Proof. For every ~ in M we have ~ f l  = b; N. If b~ M is regular in M, we 
must have cfM(~) = ~ = cfN(~) Suppose N M is s~,gular in M and that 
~j' = cfM(~). Then s(M is regular inM. Now if cfN(~) < ~', it would 
follow (by a simple argument) that cfN(~ ') < [~', ~,,hich would be a 
contradiction, thus cfN($) i> cfM(/j). Since it is cicar that cfN(~) ~< 
cfM(~), the proposition is established. Q.E.D. 
3. Good subsets 
A set X is called a good subset of a cardinal sa iff X is cofinal with 
Sa and X has no cofinal constructible subset. We let (a) be the 
formula of set theory which expresses "~a is a regular cardinal and there 
is a good subset of ~t~". If V=L holds, then clearly cy(a) fails for all ordi- 
nals a. On the other hand, using Cohen's method, one can construct 
models where 5r(~) holds for certain ~. For example, in Coher,'s original 
model where V=L fails, the generic set is a good subset of ~0. 
Throughout his and the following section, we shall employ the no- 
tations: 
(i) M 0 is a fixed countable standard model of ZF + V=L; 
(ii) For ~, x ~ M o, we write ~a Mo = w a and (~)Mo = I xl. 
We now describe a forcing construction such that a given regular 
cardinal w~ of M 0 ~.s made the unique regular cardinal having a good 
subset. 
So let w a be a regular cardinal of M 0. We define the set Pa of condi- 
tions: 
Pa = ( P : P ~ Mo, P is a function, dom p c__ wa ' 
I dom p I < :o a and rng p c_ 2 }. 
For p and q elements of Pa we define p ~< q iff p c__ q. V~e set 
Ao~= < p, c~, ~> : p'[3= O } . 
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As we shall now show, i fA is (Ps, As)'generic over M0, then 
M 0 [A ] ~ 5r(s) ^  Y~[ 5r(/3) -~ ~ = s ] . 
We will also have ~MolAI = Ws and the good subset of w s will be 
{~: (s,~) ~ A}. 
Remark 3.1. In the case s = 0, the set (#" (s,~) ~ A} is a generic set in 
the sense of Cohen's original construction. 
The following facts about Ps are immediate consequences of the 
regularity of co s in M 0 : 
(1) Iesl - cos; 
(2) If (p~}~<x ~M 0 is a monotone non-decreasing sequence of 
conditions and if I X l < ~s ,  then p = U Pc is also an element of Ps and 
is an upper bound for the sequence. ~<x 
Proposition 3.1. Suppose A is (Ps, As)'generic over M o ;for all a, b ~ M o, 
if lbl < ws, then 
M o [A ] ~ Vx (x ~ ba -+ x E L). 
Proof. We can suppose without loss of generality that b = w e for some 
< a. Let f be a term of ~?mo such that ValAff) ~ ha. We shall show 
that for every p ~. Ps such Chat p I~- f~  ha, there is an extension p' >1 p 
and a function f~ M 0 such that p' I~ f= f. From this the proposition 
follows easily sincc A is generic over M 0. Given such p, there exists a 
sequence {p~)~<~, the sequence an element o fM 0, such that for 
every ~ < ~a:  
(i) pt3__ U p 3__p. 
(ii) p~ It- (e~,x>~f for somex~a.  
We takep'  = O Pc and we le t f~ ba be defined by 
f '~ =x ,* p' t~ <~,x> e f .  
Since p' 3 p, we conclude that p' II---f= f. Q.E.D. 
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Corollary 3.1.1. For a~l ~ < ~, Mo[A] ~ Vx(x ~ 60~-~ x ~ L ). 
Corollary 3.1.2. All regular cardinals of  M o remain regular in M o [A] and 
so cf ~b = cfMo[ nl . 
Proof. For[3 <~ a, that o~8= ~Molal  and that cfMo(~]) = cfMotAl(fl) 
follow at once irom the proposition: Fact (1) above together with 
Proposition 2.1 show that for~ > a, 60a is a cardinal o fM 0 [A] and 
that if 60a is regular in M o, it stays regular in M 0 [A ]. The second part of 
the corollary is immediate from Proposition 2.3. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 3.1.3. Mo[A] ~ Sr(a)andfor~ ~, M0[A ] ~ -1 ~r(~). 
Proof. That 5r(a) holds in M 0 [A ] is easily checked. For t3 < a, Corollary 
3.1.1 assures that -1 5r(/3) holds ha M 0 [A ]. For fl > a, we proceed thusly: 
let us call a condition p compatible with A iff whenever p'~ = 0, we 
have (a, ~) ~ A. Suppose 608 is regular in M 0 and suppose x ~ M 0 [A ], 
x ~ 608 and that :~ is a term such that Val A (~) = x. Let S = {p: p ~ ,0a 
and p is compatible with A }. S is easily seen to be a generic ollection 
of conditions which converges to A. We have S ~ M 0 [A ], and since 
S~ Pa, Mo[A] ~ ~< ffa < 6o~; we now write ISi-- (ff)Mota I. For 
p E S, let xp = {~: It-- ~ E :~}. By the equation of forcing and truth, 
x = U {xp: p ~ S). Since 608 is regular in Mo[A ] and since 600> ISI, if 
x is cofinal with 60a there must be some xp cofinal with ~8" But  
~" ~ M 0 for every p and sox, if cofinal in 608, must have a cofinal sub- "p 
set which is an element of L golA ] = M o. Heqce Mo[A ] I=- -7 ff(fl). QE.D. 
Let X~ M 0 be a set of indice.~ of regular cardinals ofMo;i,e., 
a ~ X ~ wa regular in M o. In order to adjoir~ simultaneously toM 0 
good subsets of each w a with a ~ X, we make the following definitions: 
(i) Qx= (F :F~Mo andF~. II Pu)=(  II Pa)Mo • 
C~E X O~ E X ' 
(ii) F < G iff F'c~ c G'~ for all a ~ X; 
(iii) Px= {<F, ~, ~): <F'c~,a,[3)~ Aa}. 
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We note that i fD  c Pa is dense, then i fa  ~ X, {F: F~ Qx and F'a ~ D} 
is a dense subset of Ox; hence irA is (Qx, Fx)-generic over M o, then 
( <%/3): ~, = a and (%/3> ~ A } is (Pr,, Aa)-genedc over M o. More generally, 
but by the same argument, if Y ~ X and Y ~ M 0, A I Y = { <a, ~) ~ A: 
E Y } is (QY, P~-generic over M 0. 
Proposition 3.2. I f  X is as above, UX <~ ~ + 1 imp!ie~ IQxl < w~+1 
Proof. By fact (1)above, for every/3 ~ X, levi ~< ~o~. But IXI < wa+ 1 
and so IQxI < I(off x Pt3)M°I <~ Ixcoa+ll < l¢°ac°a+ll < °a~+l, since GCH 
holds in M 0 . Q.E.D. 
We note that the following holds: suppose the sequence {Fa}a<~a 
is an element o fM 0 and that it is a monotone non-decreasing sequence 
of elements ofQ x. Then if/3 < fiX, the function G defined by 
G'~ = Ua<oa ~Fa'~ is also an element o fQ x and is an upper bound for 
the sequence. Thus by repeating the proof of Proposition 3. I, we have: 
Proposition 3.3. If~3 < t3 X and A is (Qx, Px)'generic over M o, and i f  
a, b E M o with I b t <<. co s, then M o [,4 ] D Vx  (x E ba -~ x ~ L). 
Corollary 3.3.1. I f  a <~ fiX, then w a is a . =rdinal o f  Mo[A ]. 
Corollary 3.3.2. I f  b ~ M and I b I < ¢o~, then M o [A ] ~ ¢x(x  ~ b -~ x ~ Mo). 
Corollary 3.3.3. I f  ~ + 1 < I'tX and UY  < ¢~ + 1, then Me[A] 
Vx (x _C QY -~ x ~ Mo). 
Proof. UY < a+ 1 means that IQrl ~< a+ 1 and the preceding corollary 
applies. Q.E.D. 
Let us write X a = {/3: fl ~ X and/3 > a } ; X a = X - X ~; let A a = A I A m ; 
A a = A -A  a. Whenever A is (Qr, Px )-generic over M O, A a and Aa are 
(Ox~, l 'xa)- and (Qxa, rxa)'genefic'  respectively. 
We arrive at a result due to R. Jcnsen: 
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Theorem 3.1. Let ,G = a + 1. l fA is (Qx, Fx)'geneMc over M 0, then AO 
is (Qx~, F'x~ )'generic over M0[Atq. 
Proof We alreadv know that Aa is (Qx-, rxo)'generic over M 0. Let Gt~ 
be a collection o~' conditions which is (Qr,, Fxa)-generic over M 0 and 
which converges to Aa. We want to show ~hat Ga is (O.xo, l"x¢~generic 
over Mo[Aa]. The only thing to check is that for every D c_ Qxa, 
D ~ Mo,AO], ~:~ld D dense, there is a p~ G o n D. But by Corollary 3.3.2, 
all such D we already elements o fM 0 and so if G o is generic overM 0, 
it is also g~meric over M0[At3]. Q.E.D. 
Re.nmrk 3.2. )Q(0)l = Wo and so A o is always generic over M 0 [A ° ] if 
O~X.  
Remark 3.3. Theorem 3. I. can be summed up by the formula 
Mo[A ] = M0[A t~+t] [Aa+i]. This formula expresses the fact that Mo[A ] 
can be viewed as a two step Cohen.extension: M 1 = M0[A t~+l ] is a 
Cohen extension o fM 0 and then A~+ 1 is (Qxa+l, Pxa+l )-generic over 
M 1 and clearly Mo[A ] = M 1 [Aa+~ 1. 
Theorem 3. t is the key tool in sl~owing that cardinals are preserved 
in Mo[A ] (see Remark 3.4) and that GCH holds there when A is 
(Qx, Px )-generic over M o. For the three propositions to follow, A is 
assumed (Ox, Fx)-generic over Mr, and ~ and x are ordinals in M o. 
Proposition 3.4. wa+ 2 is pmservec' in M o [A]. 
Proof. Let M l = M0[A a+l ]. wa+: is a cardinal o~'M 1 by Corollary 3.3.1. 
By Tilcorem 3.1, Mo[A] is a (Oxa+:, l-'xa+l)'g eneric extension o fM 1 ,, 
and so if co~+ 2 is a cardinal o fM 1 , it is also a cardinal o fM 1 [As+ l ] by 
Proposition 2. I. Q.E.D. 
Corol i~y 3.4.1. A!l limit cardinals of  M o are preserved in Mo[A ]. 
Furthermore wu+ 2 is regular in M o [A ]. 
Proposition 3,5. l f  X is a limit ordinal and ~o~ is not a regular cardinal 
o fM o, then wx+ l is a cardinal o f  Mo[A ]. 
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Proof. Let/$ = cfMo(k), to o is regular in M 0 and/3 > ~. For tox+l not to 
be a cardinal in M 0 [A ], there must be a function f in M 0 [A ] which 
maps too onto a cof'mal subset of ~x+l- However, such f cannot exist: 
by Proposition 3.3 the:re is no such function in Mo[Aa .I ] ;but/~ + 1 < 
and I Qxa+j I < toa+! < tox and so there is no such function in 
Mo [Aa+ i ] [Aa+ 1 ] again by Proposition 2.1. Since M 0 [A ] = 
M 0 [Aa +l ] [Aa+ l ], the proposition is proved. 
Proposition 3.6. tol is preserved in Mo[A]. 
Proof. I 0(0 }1 < too and so the argument of Proposition 3.4 applies. 
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that for all regular limit cardinals ~, of  M o, 
> IJXandsuppose that A is (Ox, Fx)'generic overMo. Then ~MoIAI = 
toa and cfMo = cf M°[A] . Furthermore, for all t~ ~ X, M0[A] ~ 5r(a). 
Proof. If ~ is a limit cardinal o fM 0 and ~ > I.IX, it must be that 
I QxI < ~; therefore if~ is a regular limit cardinal of M0, we have ~ > LIX 
and so to~+l is a cardinal o fM 0 [A ] by Proposition 2.1. This together 
with Propositions 3 .5-3.7 covers all cases and so toa = ~ MoIAI. Also 
too and tot~+l must be regular in M 0 [A] and regular limit cardinals o fM o 
remain regular in Mo[A] by virtue o f f  > LIX. Finally, as regular cardi- 
nals o fM 0 are regular cardinals o fM o [A ], it follows that cf go = cf MoIAI . 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.4. The restriction ~ > I.IX in the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 
can be lifted if one changes the definition of 0x so as to conform with 
Easton [4]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be (Qx, Px)'g eneric over M o. Then GCH holds #z 
M oIA 1. 
Proof. The form of the proof paralle::~ that of the preceding theorem 
very closely. To showMo[A ] ~ 2 ~°a*l = ¢oa+ 2, one uses Theorem 3.1 
and employs Proposition 2.2 in place of Proposition 2.1. For ton singu- 
lar in M 0 with cfMo(~) = ~, since for all a ~ M 0, M0[,zl] ~ 2','a+1 = we+2, 
( 
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it follows that M o [A ] ~ 2 ~,x = o~xt and we then apply Theorem 3.1 and 
Proposition 2.2. All other cases follow from Proposition 2.2. Q.E.D. 
4. Models of V = K =# L 
In this section we shall apply the results of section 2 to constructing 
models with defhiable non-constructible s ts. We continue the notation 
of section 3: M 0, o~a, Ix I, etc. Let ~je be the least ordinal ~ of M o such 
that w~ = ~. Let X o = WoU {a+2: - < ~o}. LetA be a fixed (Qxo, Fxo)- 
generic set and set N = Mo[A]. 
We denote by a o the set { n: ~ 0, n) c A }. By remark 3.1, a o is Cohen- 
generic over Mo[A°] and so by the symmetry arguments of Feferman 
[51 or Levy [ 12], a 0 is not ordinal-definable in N = M o [A ° ] [a o ]. 
We shall now construct a .';ubset A' of A such that A' ~ N and c is 
definable in the inner model M o [A'] = (L A ,)N. (From this to a model 
of V=K + V:# L will be straightforward.) We assume without loss of 
generality, that 0 ~ a 0. 
We define A' = {(~, .8) : ~,/~) ~ A and ~ < ¢Oo~ t~ ~ a o }. Clearly, 
A '~ N. Therefore, the model M o [A'] = (LA,)N is an inner model of N. 
The three models M o, M o [A'] and M 0 [A ] all have the same regular 
cardinals. We assert hat 
(*~ k~a 0* ,M o[A'] ~ 5r(k). 
We make a definition: A(~) = { (cx,/3)' (a,/3) ~ A and a :/: 3'). We need 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. k ~ao ~ A'  ~ Mo[A(k) ] .  
Proof. Assume kq~ac,. We know that k ~ 0, soa o = (n" (0, n)) ~ A(/~). 
Hence aoe  Mo[A(/¢)]. But then A' = {(a,/3) • {a,~)E A(k) and a < o~0=~ 
t~ ~ ao} , and we coPelude that A' ~ M o [A(k)]. Q.E.D. 
Lemma A. I f~  = a + 1 and IO(xo)~l < ¢otx, thenM o [A~fl)] ~ -1 ~(/3). 
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Proof. Let C = A(/~) and let Y = X 0 - {/3}. The set C is Qr-generic over 
M 0. By Theorem 3.2, we have 
Mo[Cl =Mo[C ] [ql, 
where Ca is Qyo-generic over M o and C a is Qyo-generic over '~o [Ct3]. 
Since ¢oa = ~ Mo[Cl, we have by Corollary 3.3.2 
M[ CO] ~ Vx(x  c_ co a .+ x ~ L) .  
This reduces the proof  to showing that every x ~ M[C] which is cofinal 
in ~a has a confinal subset x' a MICa]. However, A (~'~'1) - C implies 
that C a = A a and by hypothesis IQ(xo)al <~ ~a. We can now repeat he 
proof of  Corollary 3.1.3 to establish the result. Q.E.D. 
Corollary A. I f k  q~ a 0, then M[A(/~)I ~ "lfir(k). 
Proof. We have IQkl = cog. for all k < co 0. Q.E.D. 
Assertion (*) above is now proved: i f k  ~ a 0, then {/3: (k,/3) ~ A } is 
Mo[A'I in M 0 [A'] .  On the other hand, if k q~ a 0, we a good subset of ~k 
have M o [A(/~)] ~ "15r(k). Since in this case, A'  ~ M o [A(/c)], afortiori, 
we also have M 0 [A'] ~ -7 fir(k). 
In the construction of  a definable non-constructible s t, we made a o 
definable by arranging for fir(n) to hold in M 0 [A '] iff n ~ a o. To make 
a subset b of  wa÷l definable we shall arrange that Y(co~ +/3 + 2) holds 
i f f /3~ b. We define a function Fas  follows: domF = {(a,/3): a ~ X o 
and/~ ~ w a }; rngF  ~ X 0 ; for k < ~0, we set F((O, k;) = k and for 
+ 1 > COo, we set F((t~ + 1,/3)) = w a + ~ + 2. The role of  Go can now be 
explained: Go is the least infinite cardinal o fM o such that a < G0 =' 
cos < Go. The function F is one-one:  suppose coa+ 13+ 2 = coy+ 6 + 2 
with I/31 ~< wa, 161 ~< co v ; then coa = I t~a +/31 = I wv + 6 t = co.~, so 3' = ~; 
from the cancellation laws of  ordinal arithmetic it follows that 
~a  +/3 = co a +/~ arid that/3 = 6. We denote the inverse function by E; 
and so E(F(a ,  ~)) = (a,[3), and we let E 1 and E 2 be the functions defined 
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by E(7) = (El(3'), E2(7)> for ~/~ rngF. l fa  </ io,  thee a < wa; since 
I a + 11 = I a I, we have. for t~ ~: ~o that I a + 11 = I a! < co a and so 
a + 1 < F(<a+ 1,7>) for all ~, < wa+~. Since 0 < co k for all k < ~o,  we 
have 
(/3, 30 ~ dom F =,/3 < F((/3, 7)). 
Also, E, (3) < ~ since F((EI(3), EzO3))) =: 3. We defiae a function b7 by 
recttrsion as follows: dom~ = rngF and/~(a) = {E(a)} u/~(El(a)).  
Lemma 4.2. ( l )  E(a) is finite; and (2) (f3, ~ > E E~(a) implies .E(fl) _c_ E~(a). 
Proof. Since El(a) < a whenever a ~ dom E 1, we can proc,~6d by induc- 
tion and for coth (1) and (2) the case lbr ~ follows at once from that 
for E l (a). Q.E.D. 
Clearly the functions E and F are definable in all Cohen extensions 
of M o. 
Let B = {(a, ~) ~ A" tor all <7, 6> ~/~(a), <7, 5) ~ A}. Clearly B ~ M o [A]. 
Since E(0) is undefined, we have ( (0, k): (0, k) ~ A } ~ B and B ~ 0. We 
point out that for k < ~0, (k,/3) ~ B ~ (k, 13> ~ A & k ~ a 0 exactly as in 
the constructing of A' above. Let M 0 [B" = (LB) MoIa I. We claim B is 
deffmable in M 0 [B], in fact: . 
Theorem 4.1. (a, 3)~ B o .,Vo[B ] ~ 5r(F((a,/3))). 
Proof. Suppose <a, ~ E JR. Let 7 = F( (a , /3) ) . /~(~, )  = E~(a) u ( <a, ~) } and 
so. from the definition of B, (6: <7, 6) ~ A} = {8" (7, 6) ~ B}. Therefore 
in M 0 [B |  there is a good subset of w~. Since ~MotB I  = ¢%, we conclude 
that M0[B] ~ 7(7).  
On the other hand, if (~, ~)qB, we have to show there is no good sub- 
set of ¢~.r in M0[B]. Recall that 3' = F ( (~, /3 ) )  implies that either 7 = 6 +2 
for some 6, or that ~, = 1. In both cases, tQx~_ l ! <- ¢%-1. Therefore 
to apply Lemma A as before we need only tO show that 
(a,/3) ~B ~* B ~ MoIA(5,)I. 
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Notice *hat (a, ~) q~B implies either 6x, ~) ~ A or (u', ~') q[ A for some 
(a', ~') ~ E'~(a). The two cases reduce to the following by virtue of (2) of 
Lernma 4.2: 
(~x,/D ~ B ~, (or", ~"> ~ A for some (¢z",/$"> E E~7). 
We fix such a pair (~",/Y') and let Yo = {~: (~",/Y'> ~ E(~)}. So 7~ Yo and 
Yo ~ Mo. We claim that 
B = {(r/, 6>: 17 q~ Yo and (r/, ~) ~ A;~) and (r/',/i') ~ E~(~) 
¢n', ~'> ~ A(~) }. 
This equation clearly implies that B ~ M[A(5,)]. To prove the claim, we 
first remark that 
77 q~ Yo ~ r/' ~t Yo for all (r/', 6'> ~ E(~). 
Furtherrnore, 
r/~ Yo ~ (r/, ~> q~ B for all 6. 
Thus 
B = {(r/,6):(r/,~)EA and r/q~ Yo and (~',5')~E(r?) 
~, (~', 6') ~ A}. 
Since ~ 6 Yo, we have 
B = {(~/,6): (~,6)~A(q) and~/~t Yo ~nd' ' 6' ,n,  ) ~ E(rD 
=~ (n', 6 ' )~  A(q)}  . 
This shows that B 6 Mo[A(+)]. Q.E.D. 
We thus have a model M o [B ] where 
(i) m o[B] ~V =L B^Bq~L; 
(ii) Mo[B] ~ Va, [3( (a ,3)E  B ~ ~Y(F((a;3)))). 
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Combining (i) and (ii) we have, by the remaaks at the end of section I, 
(iii) M0[BI ~ V=K ^V4: L. 
Since M 0 [B] is an inner model ofM[A 1 we also conclude 
(iv) MotB] ~ GCH. 
We therefore have 
Theorem. I f  ZF is consistent, so is ZF + GCH + V=K + V:/: L.  
We next indicate a model where 2 Ro = 8 2 AV=K holds. We define a 
set of conditions: 
T = {p: p is a function, p is finite, domp c_ ~2 aad ~ng p c_ 2). 
For p, q ~ T, we set p ~ q iff p c_ q; we define 
A = {(p, 2,/3>" p'/3= 0}.  
Let C be (T, A)-generic over M 0 [A2]. In the model M = Mo[A 2 ] [C], we 
have 
(D M ~ 2 ~o = ~2 ; 
(i_i) M~ V~(~> 0-* 2~a= ~+a) ,  
and all regular cardinals of M o are regular cardinals of M 
The set B 1 is defined by 
B 1 = Cu  {(ot,~)" (t~,/3) E A 2, (0,2) ~ E~(a), and for 
all (~, 5) ~/~(~), ~ 0 ~ (7, 8> ~ A 2 t3 C} . 
The inner model N l = (EBb) M = Mo[B 1 ] satisfies 
(i) N 1 ~ 280 = ~ 2 ; 
(ii) N 1 ~ Vtt, t3 ( (o t ,~B1 ~ 5r(F((e,/3)))) ;
(iii) N 1 ~ V = L/h . 
Therefore N 1 is a model of ZF +V=K + 2 ~o-  ~2 ; and we conclude: 
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Theorem. I fZF  is comistent, hen so is ZF+V=K + 2 ~o = S2. 
5. Furtherresults 
We indicate certain additional results that can be obtained by adapting 
the method of the previous ections. 
We abbreviate by MC the proposition "t~ere xists a measurable 
cardinal". We have: 
Theorem. I fZF  +MC is consz~tent, then so is ZF+MC+V=K -+ GCH. 
The above theorem with +- GCH is based on work of J. Silver. (See 
Silver [ 18] ). Also see Kunen [ 11 ]. 
Using methods of R.Jensen, the following can be obtained: 
Theorem. Every countable standard model of ZF* has an extension 
having the same ordinals, the same inaccessible cardinals, tile same 
measurable cardinals, and the same Ramsey cardinals, and satisfyiag 
ZF + V=K. 
We remark that for this last reault we use the property "2 ~e ,: ~ a+l" 
instead of "there is a good subset of ~a"  to encode generic set,.. There- 
fore GCH fails to hold in the models obtained. 
Applying our results to Boolean :Mgebra, we obtain a strengthening 
of the result of Kripke [ 8]. (This application was pointed out by 
Solovay.) 
Theorem. There exists a non-trivial complete Boolean Algebra admitting 
only the trivial automorphism. 
The above is a theorem of set theory with the axiom of choice, 
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